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of the Multi-Cargo wharves 

handle close to 3 M tonnes of 
breakbulk cargo a year, some 
130,000 import vehicles and
over 115,000 TEU each year.

Marine Services is also responsible

the mandatory new Ports & Harbours

On this high note I am extremely pleased

for towage, pilotage, line-handling, at

Safety Management Code. (See pgs 4 & 5).

to announce that we are now further

Auckland and Onehunga ports, cruise

enhancing our bunkering offering to

liner business and it operates the vitally

Bunkering

POAL customers. In conjunction with

important maritime and harbour control

During the current cruise season

Z Energy, the Awanuia is now providing

centres.

we have been delighted with the

380 CST bunker oil which makes Ports

performance of our new 25,000 oil

of Auckland the only port in NZ to be

barrel capacity bunker barge the

able to provide customers with this

Awanuia. The 80-metre tanker has

most economical of bunker fuels. The

enjoyed very strong customer uptake

exclusive CST 380 offering means POAL 

for its bunker refuelling service made

customers can save around US$12 per

directly to customers’ ships on the

tonne on current bunker fuel prices for

berths at POAL or at anchor off the port.

the more expensive CST180 sold by all

In the current bumper cruise season, the

other NZ ports.

Over the past year we at Multi-Cargo
and Marine are proud to have achieved a
number of NZ ‘firsts’:
• As of 8 May we became the first port
in NZ to offer the economical 380 CST
bunker fuel.
• Our unique advanced electronic vehicle
entry user system – VENUS has been
upgraded to enable even faster import

Awanuia’s excellent performance levels

vehicle clearance. POAL remains the only

have been marked by its proven ability

POAL CHARITY GOLF DAY POSTPONED

NZ port operating and offering such a

to service customers quickly even during

system. (See pgs 8 & 9).

the peak season when demand is highest

Due to bad weather on 26 May, POAL’s
Charity Golf Day is postponed to Thursday
24 November 2011 at Remuera Golf Course,
Auckland. Further information about the
event will be emailed nearer the time.

• In March POAL was first in NZ to achieve
region-wide Compliance Certification for

CRUISE COUP
Over the last five years the number of
cruise ship calls to Auckland has risen
nearly 70%. For POAL, the current cruise
season will end on yet another high note
reaching 78 cruise ship calls compared with
59 last season. This excellent record firmly
establishes Auckland as NZ’s major cruise
port and premier exchange port for cruise
ships.
Among highlights of the 2010/11 cruise season
was the launch of the P&O Cruises’ Pacific
Pearl in Auckland where it ran a full summer
and winter cruise programme. During the
season we celebrated the inaugural visit of
Cunard’s new luxury liner the Queen Elizabeth
and we welcomed the return of her sistership,
the luxury superliner, Queen Mary 2.

with multiple ships in port including both
cruise and commercial shipping.

From the Desk of Cruise Operations
Manager Leigh Robins:

Leigh
Robins

We are now looking ahead to later this
year when the eyes of the world will be on
Auckland for the semi final and final games of
the Rugby World Cup. The major cruise lines
have chosen Ports of Auckland to host three
major cruise ships during the international
rugby competition: Based at Princes Wharf,
Queens Wharf East and Captain Cook Wharf
respectively, The Pacific Dawn – P&O Cruises,
the Volendam – Holland America Line and
Rhapsody of the Sea – Royal Caribbean Line,
will combine NZ coastal cruise programmes
with being floating luxury hotels in Auckland
for the Rugby World Cup semi final and final
on the weekends of 14 and 21 October.
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OPERATIONS
REVIEW:
Ports of 
Auckland’s 
Marine 
Services’ Safety
Management 
System is first to 
achieve regionwide five year 
Compliance 
Certification 
within the NZ
Ports and
Harbours Safety
Code process.
It highlights 
the vital role 
played by POAL’s 
Harbour Control
Division.
JUNE 2011

BIG BROTHER
IS WATCHING
YOU!
Both ignition and engine room, Harbour
Control plans, orchestrates and controls all
the 1,700 ship calls to the Waitemata and
Manukau harbours each year. In addition
to this commercial shipping including
both cargo and cruise ships, Harbour
Control also keeps a watching brief over
international yachts and similar small craft
arriving for Customs Clearance and over
all other general harbour users from naval
vessels to pleasure craft.
“We are as much about planning and control
as we are about being Big Brother on the
harbour” says Rickie Emery, POAL Harbour
Control Duty Officer. She explains that as well
as planning all POAL’s commercial shipping
and managing resources to ensure it plans
each shipping movement effectively, Harbour
Control also has an important safety function.
She talks through Harbour Control’s daily
routine: “From the initial berth slot booking
weeks or days out, we plan the vessel into our
schedule and give it an allocated time slot. On
the due date, we first ‘sight’ the vessel coming
round Cape Reinga on our AIS (automatic
vessel identification AIS system). From then
on we keep them ‘in sight’ until 60 miles out

Rickie Emery

which is about four hours away from POAL 
when we make our first VHF radio contact
with the ship. At that point we confirm they
are on schedule, what time they expect to
arrive at the Pilot Station, their ETA in port
and we confirm all other relevant details
eg, the draught of the vessel. The Rangitoto
Channel is dredged to 12.5m at chart datum
with a range of depths at various berths. From
thereon we maintain communication providing
further details and instructions including Pilot
Position – where the Pilot will board the vessel
and Pilot ladder arrangements.”
As Rickie Emery points out, Harbour Control
is also central control for the pilot, tugs and
linesmen and is in communication with all

these parties as the vessel approaches the
nominated Pilot Station. “Our pilots allow
about half an hour to get out to the Pilot
Station. They too will make contact with
the vessel to discuss the rendezvous.” (She
explains that any vessel over 500 tonnes
coming into Waitemata Harbour requires a
pilot as per NZ legislation.)
Once on board, the pilot will confirm berthing
and tug details. “Basically at this point we
are all ensuring we are on the same page. For
our part we will advise the pilot of any other

VHF Touch Screen

vessels on the move or about to move; about
any unusual navigational features eg, channel
buoys that may be unlit, any divers in the area,
weather conditions, wind direction and speed
– any information at all that may be important
to the pilot carrying out the job of getting the
vessel safely and efficiently onto the berth.”
Once the pilot is on board, the vessel makes
way and will pick up one or more tugs near to
North Head. Before that, pilot and tug masters
will be discussing a plan of action to ensure
the tugs get alongside safely. Next to enter

Akarana Pilot boat

Another FIRST For POAL
In March this year, POAL was Compliance 
Certified by Maritime NZ for the NZ
Ports and Harbours Safety Code Safety
Management System.
The five year certification makes Auckland the first entire regional harbour in NZ to
have been certified compliant in accordance with the new Code. As Wayne Mills, POAL 
General Manager Multi-Cargo & Marine explains: “The Code was introduced a while back
since which time all ports have had a period to prepare for the first MNZ Audit. POAL was
among the first to be audited and certainly, ‘first off the block’ to achieve region-wide
compliance which is obviously a feather in our team’s cap. It is confirmation of POAL’s first
class harbour safety and control systems and this is most reassuring for our customers.”

discussions on the open working VHF channel
are the linesmen who will discuss berth tyingup plans with the vessel and the pilot.
“While all this is going on Harbour Control
is listening and watching and monitoring
discussions to ensure all is going according
to berthing plan” says Rickie Emery who
confirms that when the ship departs port then
it’s much the same system and procedure in
reverse.
NEW STATE OF THE ART TOUCH
SCREEN VHF SYSTEM
As anyone who has worked with VHF radio
messaging knows, multiple messaging can
cause sound babble confusion which delays
response. POAL Harbour Control is now
equipped with a state of the art touch screen
VHF system which again – is another
New Zealand FIRST.
Rickie Emery and the Harbour Control team
are delighted with the new system: “Yes, I
believe we are the first port in NZ to install
the VHF touch screen. It was a substantial
investment but it means we are working with
the absolute latest technology. The difference
is that while we are still having VHF radio
communication, it’s initiated by touch screen.
Under the old system there would be a lot
of noise coming from multiple radios and it
wasn’t always easy to tell which channel the
message was coming from – it was often a
guessing game and selection was in a process
of elimination. With the touch screen in front
of us, we now have five channels on the
screen. We can easily and quickly identify
which channel the message is coming from
by illumination. We touch the channel and
hold down the talk button rather than having
to turn a dial as well. It’s all very, very much
faster, very user-friendly and we are all very
happy indeed with this software upgrade.”
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FACE
TO FACE:

KIWI CAR
CARRIERS
Kiwi Car Carriers was always a strong brand name. That was 
probably why it never really went away – even though it was pushed
out of the spotlight for a time. Not surprising then that giant 
global vehicle carrying RoRo operator Hoegh Autoliners, has 
rebranded its Oceania subsidiary with the name that fits it so well –
Kiwi Car Carriers (KCC).

Terry
Riches

So it was that on 1 April 2011, the Auckland,
New Zealand headquartered Oceania
division of Hoegh Autoliners was
restructured and renamed Kiwi Car Carriers
Ltd. With responsibility for Australia and
Japan operations, KCC’s exclusive focus is
the Japan to New Zealand used car trade.
Heading up Kiwi Car Carriers in Auckland
as Managing Director is Terry Riches who
supports the rebranding which he believes will
strengthen the Company’s profile and position
in this part of the world: “Kiwi Car Carriers
was formed in Auckland in 1994 by Peter
Bissett who sold the Company in late 2001 to
Hoegh Autoliners. They allowed us to continue
operating as KCC until 2008
when we joined the Hoegh Autoliners’
branding. The Kiwi Car Carriers brand was
always still there, sort of in the background, so
it was a bit confusing for the market to have
these two brands floating about.”
JUNE 2011

“This settles it once and for all; we have a great
strong identity in a brand that reflects KCC
focus on innovation and development. We’ve
timed the rebranding to coincide with a newlook sailing schedule and, most importantly,
with the reintroduction of a dedicated Kiwi Car
Carriers’ RoRo operating the Japan-NZ trade in
a fast 13 day transit from Osaka, Kobe, Nagoya
and Kawasaki direct to Auckland, Tauranga,
Napier, Wellington and Lyttelton. A first call at
Brisbane has been removed from the schedule
for the time being.”
He describes the introduction of KCC’s
own capacity with the Hoegh Chennai as a
great mark of confidence in the trade and
commitment to the NZ market. “This is a
bold move; we have capacity every month on
this vessel now for 1,850 standard cars or a
combination of cars, buses, trucks and other
rolling stock. Over the last few years during the
market downturn, we’ve operated on a charter

basis and we’ve also been in reciprocal space
sharing arrangements with other car carriers. It
was a compromise that enabled us to maintain
our presence, our operation and our service

for the export market. However, we have all
seen how quickly Japan picks itself up and kickstarts the engine so we are positive and we’re
backing that with this renewed commitment.”

levels without having to bear the full cost of
operating a dedicated vessel during a decline in
the Japanese used car volumes to NZ.
“The rebranding with the dedicated vessel will
reinforce KCC’s commitment to the Japan-NZ

Kiwi Car Carriers is a long term customer at
Ports of Auckland and its Multi-Cargo Division
where Terry Riches says the company is well
served: “Discharges are fast – we are getting up
to 180 vehicles discharged per hour. We have

benefited from POAL’s VENUS –
the paperless vehicle entry and release, track
and trace system which has streamlined
the entire process for us. We have a long
association with the POAL team; their
commitment to the vehicle import trade has
been apparent with staff at all levels being
most helpful in their efforts to accommodate
all our requirements.”

used car trade. I think such confidence and
commitment at this uncertain time is very

Hoegh Chennai

important. It gives a clear message to the
market that KCC is here to stay. Generally
speaking 2009 was a poor year for used car
import volumes to NZ. In 2010 things picked up
substantially. In 2011, it’s been a slow start but
things are picking up now. Of course no one
could have foreseen the Japanese tsunami and
earthquakes and the ensuing devastation.
“We know the serious impact it has had on the
Japanese new car industry with factories out
of action. We have yet to see any significant
downturn in used car imports and as yet we
can’t predict what will happen. We do know
that lack of availability means fewer Japanese
buying new cars which means fewer trade-ins
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VENUS

MULTICARGO
NEWS: ASCENDING
Cars have 
always 
been big 
business for 
POAL which 
imports 
more
vehicles
every year
than any
other NZ
port.

JUNE 2011

Accounting for over 60% of NZ’s total
car imports, POAL’s car business has
continuously increased in recent years
when more space has been allocated for
handling the vehicle imports and new
systems introduced to speed up the
vehicle imports supply chain.
In its first half financial year ending
December 2010, POAL’s vehicle imports
were up by 23.8% to 77,662 units. An
average of 2,000 vehicles per RoRo vessel
are discharged at the port’s Multi-Cargo
wharves by scheduled RoRo car carriers
ArmaCup, Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL), Kiwi Car
Carriers, Toyofuji and Wilhelmsen. All these
carriers have become dedicated users of
VENUS, the electronic Vehicle Entry User
System that was introduced by POAL in late
2007.
A remedy for what was a highly paperintensive process, VENUS provides much
needed real-time transparency to the
import vehicle supply chain. It owes its
origins to POAL’s identification of an
absence of IT systems being used in the
import vehicle supply chain and to the
Port Company’s development of a RoRo
shipping supply chain management tool to
address the inefficiencies in the collection

and processing of information relevant to
vehicle imports.
VENUS allows users to monitor all aspects
of the vehicles’ transit through the port
from its location on the wharf to Customs
and MAF clearances to secure delivery to
an approved transporter through to the
point where the vehicle leaves the port
with the capability of tracking beyond that
stage to the showroom floor. VENUS allows
the interested parties to create, update,
enquire, report and archive information
from a central database.

VENUS is in the final
stages of undergoing a
major upgrade which,
according to Justin
Maddock, POAL’s MultiCargo Customer and
Systems Support Manager,
will enable POAL to deliver
an even better product to
its users.
“What we have done in consultation with
our customers, is push VENUS even further

VENUS – handheld

by tapping into advances in technology
and new hardware platforms. This has
enabled us for example, to reduce the
time it takes a stevedore to download the
manifest to the VENUS handheld bar code
reader, from 15 minutes to less than 
one minute! The major advantage of the
upgrade is that we get the cargo moving
through the port much faster which in
turn allows us to handle several vessels
discharging say, 6,000 vehicles over a four
day window. Under the old system, you
were looking at, on average, a minimum of
24 hours from ship arrival to collection of
a key for removal of the vehicle from the
port. Key collection is now being achieved
within 12 hours and in some cases we
have seen in excess of 500 keys being
delivered before the vessel has sailed and
so improvements all through the vehicle
supply chain have been dramatic.” He
expects the upgraded VENUS to ‘go live’
by the end of July 2011.
Justin Maddock confirms that POAL is
way ahead of the vehicle import game in
the NZ port environment. “POAL is highly
technology focused and our response on
the VENUS front has been very strong, very
positive and our customers are extremely
enthusiastic about the upgrades.”

MORE
CARS GET
MORE
SPACE AT
POAL
POAL has introduced additional storage
capacity for import vehicles at Bledisloe
Wharf. To match increases in car carrier calls
and in used car import volumes to POAL, the
Port Company has increased storage space
to accommodate some 3,000 vehicles at
any one time. Wayne Mills General Manager
Multi-Cargo & Marine, says the development
includes additional truck loading bays for
Multi-Cargo wharves. “Along with the VENUS
upgrade, the additional vehicle storage
enhances our ability to handle vehicle
discharges and storage in all circumstances
particularly when we get bunching up of
car carrier arrivals at the Multi-Cargo RoRo
car berths when we may get several vessels
coming in together to discharge say 6,000
vehicles over a four day window.

MULTI-CARGO
APPOINTMENTS:
New key appointments
recently announced for
POAL Multi-Cargo include
Perry D’Souza to the role
of Multi-Cargo Operations
Manager replacing Andre
Alekseev who has become
Shift Manager at Fergusson
Container Terminal.
Justin Maddock replaces
Perry D’Souza as MultiCargo Customer & Systems
Support Manager.
Justin Maddock

Cars on Bledisloe
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Mediterranean
Shipping Company
The Master of Rapid Response
Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) has
achieved its elevated status as the world’s
largest privately owned and operated shipping
line and the second largest containerline
without ever trumpeting about it from the
rooftops.
This may be a line that hides its light but
since its inception in 1970 by Gianluigi Aponte
who from his Swiss base, steers clear of the
limelight, the container line he has helmed for
41 years is rarely out of the headlines that chart
MSC’s huge new-building programmes and its
spectacular growth achieved (uniquely- for the
top echelons of container shipping) organically
rather than through acquisition or merger.
Despite being a relative newcomer to the NZ
market of only 14 years, MSC has lived up to
expectations by ringing in many changes in
service and capacity and also in personnel.
The Line’s relationship with Ports of Auckland
dates back to 1997 when MSC set up its first NZ
office in Auckland. Initially buying slots on other
carriers, MSC’s first NZ service fed containers
from Auckland and Lyttelton through to Sydney
for transhipment onto MSC deepsea services.
A readily accessible MSC NZ Northern Regional
Manager, Steve Wright, confirms that since it
came to NZ in 1997, MSC has undergone several
JUNE 2011

major reorganisations: “They’ve all been on
the back of growth for MSC in the NZ market
where we’ve increased capacity from one small
vessel to 12 ships serving NZ ports on our the
Capricorn deepsea service over Australia to
Singapore, the transTasman Kiwi joint service
with ANL and our Noumea service; we’ve
increased our market share by growing our
export volume beyond transTasman exports to
include Asia and Europe”.
Steve Wright recalls how MSC NZ was
originally launched as an extension of MSC
Australia where the Line had been established
since 1989. “We’ve grown our NZ business
substantially since then, so much so that we
can say we are a key part of MSC Australia and
making a positive contribution to MSC Global.
Obviously NZ is a relatively small market
globally and similarly so in the MSC Global
market league however, in volume terms we’ve
experienced excellent growth in NZ and made
NZ a good market for MSC.”
In its successful market penetration against
established competition on the Tasman and
to the Far East and on to Europe. Steve Wright
rates the MSC service level: “ We were probably
a bit wobbly to start with in NZ but we’ve
improved significantly; our operation to market
is excellent; we have broad port coverage,

both in NZ and round the world; we have an
unparalleled service network via our dedicated
own offices throughout the world and in NZ;
we are one of the few carriers able to offer
worldwide coverage with one single MSC Bill
of Lading which allows the rapid movement
of goods through our dedicated transhipment
hubs. This therefore helps to underpin our swift
connections and efficient on-carriage services.”
He highlights MSC’s independence and private
company status as a major selling point: “We are
a truly independent and private Company; we
control our own operation, we own our capacity
– ANL is the only shipping line that MSC has a
relationship with in the NZ trade. All this enables
us to respond quickly to market changes and to
implement long term plans without unnecessary
interference or delay – it’s a huge advantage.”
He identifies MSC NZ’s major growth area as
being deep sea into Asia and the Middle East
which now account for some 70% of MSC NZ
export volume. “It’s overtaken our transTasman
volume which dominated originally. The Tasman
is still a big part of what we do and still very
important to us but these regions are our prime
target market for MSC NZ and Singapore is MSC
Australasia’s prime hub port.”
In NZ MSC continues to buck the hubbing or
centralisation of cargo trend with a broad

PHIL ABRAHAM
RETURNS TO NZ AS
MSC NZ GENERAL 
MANAGER
port coverage: “ We have major high volume
customers in Auckland and in Tauranga but
we have key customers all over NZ and the
variety of our export volume reflects our broad
customer base which I’d say we have achieved
precisely because of our broad port coverage
–we go where the cargo is basically. We are
well served by Ports of Auckland and indeed
by all our port partners in NZ. So, despite the

trend with many other lines consolidating and
focusing on fewer ports and fewer port calls, I
don’t foresee any change in strategy for MSC in
NZ in the immediate future. I see us retaining
our own vessels in this market and our current
port coverage. This is how we have made and
retained many long standing client relationships
returning high volume for us.”

In late May MSC announced the new
appointment of Phil Abraham as
General Manager, MSC NZ effective
June 2011. Phil Abraham will be
based in Christchurch where MSC
has made its NZ Headquarters. He
replaces Mark Godfrey who has
returned to Australia with MSC.
Although he has been offshore for
several years now, Phil Abraham
is no stranger to the NZ shipping
industry where one of his early
positions was with Contship in
Auckland. He has most recently
been working for Inchcape in
Australia and Chile.

Phil Abraham

MSC at Ports of Auckland
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PORTS OF AUCKLAND PICKS

2011 CHINA TRADE
AWARD WINNER
Ports of Auckland had good reason to
celebrate with Gallagher Group in May
when Gallagher Security was announced
the Supreme winner of the Cathay Pacific
NZCTA (NZ China Trade Association) China
Trade Awards for 2011. As a major sponsor
and strong supporter of the NZCTA, POAL
had hardly finished congratulating Gallagher
Group for winning the Ports of Auckland
sponsored prize for Best Supply Chain and/
or Technology Strategy for China, when the
highly successful Waikato Company was
asked to step forward again – this time to
claim the overall winner’s prize awarded to
Gallagher Security.
The Biannual NZCTA Awards are organised
by the NZCTA in association with the Hong
Kong NZ Business Association. They recognise
companies and individuals that have launched
successful business relationships between
New Zealand and China or Hong Kong. NZCTA
Chairman Stuart Ferguson formerly head of
COSCo NZ, says the Awards recognise that
establishing successful trade links with China
does not come without its challenges: “Our NZChina traders are role models for all aspiring
importers and exporters to China”.
With its Mission to promote and strengthen
trade relations between New Zealand and
the People’s Republic of China, the NZCTA
JUNE 2011

was established in 1981 when doing business
in China certainly had its challenges. Today
there are well over 100 company and individual
members representing a diversity of New
Zealand business interests including seasoned
traders, merchandise firms, exporters, producer
boards, shipping and freight companies, banks
and legal firms.
Ports of Auckland has been a long time
supporter of the NZ China Trade Association.
As the long established chosen port for many
of the shipping lines providing services between
New Zealand, Hong Kong, China and pan-Asia,
POAL has long recognised the importance of
this critical trade lane into the Far East, and the
good work done by the Association in assisting
the fostering of commercial relationships.
“We strongly support those Shipping Line
services trading into this region that call over
Auckland. As large consumers of Chinesemade products and associated exports, it is a
critical supply chain that requires nurturing and
building. The NZCTA enables this to happen”
commented Richard Potton, POAL Manager
Sales, Marketing and Product Development.
He congratulated Gallagher Security firstly, as
a highly deserving winner of the POAL Best
Supply Chain and/or Technology Strategy for
China Award winner and secondly, for being
awarded Supreme Winner in the 2011 NZCTA
China Trade Awards.

Gallagher Security markets state-of-the-art
electronic security systems around the world
including China where it sells its electronic
access control, intruder alarm and electronic
perimeter security systems. Major sites
Gallagher system-secured in China and Hong
Kong include Beijing Airport, Guangzhou
Baiyan Airport, Bank of China, University of
Macau, Quanzhou Telecom, 150 electrical
substations, military sites, hydro power
stations, the Chinese Government
Research and Development Centre for fighter
aircraft as well as in manufacturing and
residential zones in China.
Pictures:
1. Tony Gibson, POAL CEO, with Erin RangiWatt, Scott Ridder and Rob Heebink of
Gallagher Security.
2. Erin Rangi-Watt of Gallagher Security
receives an award from NZ prime
Minister John Key and POAL CEO Tony
Gibson.
Below: MC Eric Rush

1.

2.
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News
& views
on New
Zealand
shipping
trades
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Recent shipping and related appointments
include Phil Abraham who is taking over
from Mark Godfrey as General Manager for
Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) in New
Zealand. Phil Abraham returns from working
with Inchcape in Australia and more recently in
Chile, to join MSC at the Line’s new Head Office
in Christchurch. Heading up MSC in NZ since
2007, Mark Godfrey has returned to Australia
where he is Operations Director based in
Fremantle.

Former Chairman and President of the
Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport
(CILT) UK, Professor Alan Waller has become
the new International President of CILT. Two new
appointments made by NZ Transport Minister
Steven Joyce include Peter Cowper to the
Maritime NZ Board for a three year term. The
Minister has also appointed Helen Cull QC as
a new Deputy Chief Commissioner to the NZ
Transport Investigation Committee (TAIC) for a
five year term. Helen Cull currently sits on the
Commerce Commission. Based in Sydney, Kim
Garner has taken over as Managing Director
for Federal Express Australasia. He replaces
Rhicke Jennings who has become Managing
Director for Fedex Philippines and Indonesia.
Jim Doyle has replaced Sam Buckle as
Executive Director for NZ Shipping Federation.
Recent departures include Liz Bentley who has
resigned as NZ Chief Executive of newcomer
Carpenters Shipping. Before joining Carpenters
a year ago, Ms Bentley was Chief Executive of
Tasman Orient Lines. Carpenters has announced

her replacement as Rufus D’Cruz in Auckland
where Carpenters General Manager Commercial
is Ben Pike. Also leaving – after two years with
Pacific Forum Line (PFL), Sean Bolt has stepped
down as Chief Executive of PFL where he has
been replaced by Henning Hansen as Acting
CEO. He joined PFL from Maersk in late 2010 as
Chief Operating Officer. Also at PFL is recently
appointed Customer Services Officer Kirsty
Farr and Key Account Manager Eugene Beneke
who joins from Burnard International.

The receivers of NZ company, South
Canterbury Finance are in the throes of selling
its 79.9% interest in the long established
Scales Corporation to NZ Investment capital
company Direct Capital. Scales was founded in
1897 to support a sheep farmer movement to
challenge the freight rates being charged by the
UK Conference lines. It was for many years very
active in shipping related activities as a Ships’
Agent and is today a horticulture and primary
sector processing, export, logistics and cool
storage specialist; the Scales’ company Mr Apple
is the largest grower, packer and exporter of
apples in NZ.

New key appointments recently announced
for POAL Multi-Cargo include Perry D’Souza
to the role of Multi-Cargo Operations
Manager replacing Andre Alekseev who
has become Shift Manager at Fergusson
Container Terminal. Justin Maddock replaces

Perry D’Souza as Multi-Cargo Customer
Systems & Support Manager. Also at POAL 
and with a special Multi-Cargo interest,
Gillian Somerville has taken up the newly
created position of Environmental Health and
Safety Officer. Her responsibilities include
health and safety responsibilities within the
Multi-Cargo area and the implementation
of other health and safety compliance
measures.

Blast From the Past
A bright red blast from the past will soon return to the Auckland waterfront where two
vintage trams will be operating passenger services. The refurbished trams were carried into
POAL on the Hoegh Beijing from Melbourne. The trams are a reminder of early Auckland
when from 1902 until 1956, the electric trams operated up and down Queen Street.

Perry
D’Souza

Andre
Alekseev

The Westpac Auckland

POAL is pleased to support the inaugural

The entry process is straightforward and

Central Business

Awards programme in the Auckland Central

cost-free. Entrants can utilise a Business

area by sponsoring the ‘Excellence in

Awards, brought to

Facilitator provided by Advantage Business.

Exporting’ award category.

The facilitation service offers an outside

you by the Auckland

We encourage all local exporters doing great

perspective and helps to ensure your

things and achieving great results to enter

company is presented advantageously.

Chamber of Commerce,

their company into this category.

rewards excellence in

The Chamber of Commerce says that

business and celebrates

entering the Awards has a business value of

the greater value it

its own: it encourages companies to review

brings to Auckland City.

that can lead to future growth.

performance and identify business strengths

For assistance and support with the
entry process, call Rebecca Seymour-East
on 09 302 9910 or visit
www.aucklandchamber.co.nz
Entries close 5.00pm Friday 1 July.
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DIRECTORY
Tony Gibson
CEO
Ports of Auckland Limited
DDI: 64 9 348 5284
Mob: 021 190 1070
Fax: 64 9 348 5005
Email: gibsont@poal.co.nz
Craig Sain
General Manager, Sales & Marketing
DDI: 64 9 348 5263
Mob: 021 934 452
Fax: 64 9 348 5076
Email: sainc@poal.co.nz
Wayne Mills
General Manager Multi-Cargo & Marine
DDI: 64 9 348 5266
Mob: 027 597 2390
Fax: 64 9 348 5005
Email: millsw@poal.co.nz
Grant Jorey
General Manager,
Operations Container Terminals
DDI: 64 9 348 5264
Mob: 021 843 460
Fax: 64 9 348 5005
Email: joreyg@poal.co.nz
Jonathan Hulme
Manager, Stevedoring
Container Terminals
DDI: 64 9 348 5307
Mob: 027 207 7032
Fax: 64 9 348 5005
Email: hulmej@poal.co.nz
Richard Potton
Manager, Sales, Marketing
& Product Development
DDI: 64 9 348 5249
Mob: 0274 484 473
Fax: 64 9 348 5076
Email: pottonr@poal.co.nz

Yvonne Theuerkauf
Manager, Logistics
DDI: 64 9 348 5369
Mob: 027 333 3154
Fax: 64 9 348 5005
Email: theuerkaufy@poal.co.nz
Grange Pole
Manager,
SeaPACK & Inland Ports
DDI: 64 9 348 5217
Mob: 027 473 1079
Fax: 64 9 348 5067
Email: poleg@poal.co.nz
Jon Ward
Manager Operations Planning
& Customer Services
Container Terminals
DDI: 64 9 348 5291
Mob: 021 982 683
Fax: 64 9 348 5005
Email: wardj@poal.co.nz
Perry D’Souza
Multi-Cargo Operations Manager
DDI: 64 9 348 5235
Mob: 027 240 2422
Fax: 64 9 367 5450
Email: d’souzap@poal.co.nz

Some of POAL’s 43 strong, state-of-the-art straddle carrier fleet ready
for action.

Justin Maddock
Multi-Cargo Customer
& Systems Support Manager
DDI: 64 9 348 5113
Mob: 027 667 7749
Fax: 64 9 367 5450
Email: maddockj@poal.co.nz
POAL Customer Services
DDI: 64 9 348 5001
Fax: 64 9 388 5087
Email: customerservice@poal.co.nz

Interconnect is the magazine of POAL,
Sunderland Street, PO Box 1281, Auckland,
New Zealand. Tel 64 9 348 5000.
Fax 64 9 348 5069.
www.poal.co.nz

Editorial: Anne Hunter

www.poal.co.nz

On the cover: A highlight of the current POAL cruise season was the
return visit of Cunard’s luxury liner the Queen Mary 2 arriving in Auckland.

Interconnect is published for customers of Ports of Auckland.
If you would like to receive a copy on a regular basis, please contact Richard Potton,
tel 64 9 309 1249 or email pottonr@poal.co.nz with mail address details.

